This essay discusses Cass Sunstein's book, Simpler, in order to advance our understanding of the concepts of complex and simple law. Many writers identify complexity with uncertainty and high cost. This essay argues that complexity bears no fixed relationship to costs or benefits. It also shows that complexity's relationship to uncertainty is so ambiguous that it is profitable to treat complexity and uncertainty as separate concepts. It develops useful separate concepts of legal and compliance complexity that will aid efforts to simplify law, like the one Sunstein claims to have embarked upon. It also argues that complexity is a hallmark of moderation, since it often arises from compromises reconciling competing interests and values. These basic points constitute important advances in the theory of complexity, which implicitly suggests something like this, but has not cleanly distinguished complex rules from costly or uncertain rules and not explicitly identified complexity with moderation.
reforms. 3 My main goal here is to pave the way for a better debate about simplification. In this sense, I primarily use Sunstein's work to illustrate a pervasive problem with the debate over legal complexity. Many actors who decry complexity and invoke simplicity do so to make a very different reform agenda appear more attractive, rather than to seriously address the tradeoffs involved in taking simplification seriously. The tendency to associate complexity with a wide array of evils and simplicity with a wide array of virtues tends to obscure fundamental questions about the meaning of simplicity and complexity. This tendency, which is rather pronounced in
Simpler but also present in earlier legal scholarship, threatens to deprive the terms simplicity and complexity of any clear meaning. 4 In other words, the terms simple and complex become too complicated and uncertain if they are thought to embody too wide an array of vices and virtues.
A clear theory of legal complexity and simplicity would aid legal reform. This review essay aims to provide the beginnings of such a theory, building upon some previous work along these lines and using Sunstein's book to show how difficult simplification can be even for those who profess to make it their chief aim. 5 I will begin by developing a model of simplicity and complexity based on a very simple example of parking regulation. Although the model is simple, it will provide a basis for distinguishing simplicity and complexity from other concepts, such as uncertainty and costliness, with which complexity is sometimes confused. 6 I will then use this theory as a lens through which to examine Sunstein's book. My main conclusion is that his book has little to offer as a project for simplifying law, but may have some merit on other grounds. In the final part I focus on a question suggested by Sunstein's use of the concept of simplicity to advocate his own preconceived agenda: Should we have a serious interest in making things simpler when doing so conflicts with a lot of other goals? COMPLEX WORLD 27 (1995) (associating complexity with the creation of "public regulatory obstacles" to realizing private objectives, thereby harnessing simplicity to the goals of libertarianism). See, e.g., ID; Peter H. Shuck, Legal Complexity: Some Causes, Consequence, and Cures, 42 DUKE L.J. 1 (1992) . 6 See id. at 2 (mentioning the frequent association of complexity and uncertainty as concepts).
II. PARKING REGULATIONS: SIMPLE AND COMPLEX
We intuitively have some shared sense of the difference between simple and complex rules. 7 Let's take a very familiar example. In my home city, we have two posted rules regarding parking. In some areas, one can see a sign stating "No Parking Any Time," a very simple rule. 8 In other places we have signs that say "No parking from 6 p.m. on Even Days to 6 p.m. on Odd Days." This Odd/Even Rule is more complicated than a simple No Parking Rule. But why exactly is this odd/even rule more complicated than the Odd/Even Rule? And what does this example teach us about complexity and simplicity?
A. More Conditions=More Complexity
The Odd/Even Rule is more complicated because it has more conditions. An outright prohibition of parking (or any other activity) is quite simple. A rule that allows parking on some days and not others is inherently more complex. We frequently refer to the tax code as complex because it subjects any particular question to numerous conditions, often stated in different sections of the Internal Revenue Code. 9 A large number of conditions is the hallmark of complexity as ordinary people understand it. 10 
B. Simple Rules Can be Costly
Simple as this observation is, it immediately leads to an observation that may seem 7 I agree with Peter Schuck that simplicity and complexity are relative concepts and that rules occupy a continuum of complexity and simplicity. See Schuck, supra note 5, at 5. I still find it useful to discuss concepts of simple and complex rules as a dichotomy to develop a concept of complexity. Cf. id. (claiming that a legal rule is "neither simple nor complex" but then stating that the minimum age rule for running for President is simple and the rule against perpetuities is complex).
8
Cf. EPSTEIN, supra note 4, at 28 (recognizing that a rule prohibiting marriage or work would be very simple).
9
See ID. at 27 (pointing out that a code providing 25 different tax treatments for various forms of interest is more complex than a regime that takes a blanket position on interest's deductibility); Paul, supra note 2, at 158-59 (defining complexity to include "numerous and detailed authorities"), Schuck, supra note 5, at 3 (treating "density and technicality" as defining features of complex law). 10 Lawrence G. Baxter, Betting Big: Value Caution and Accountability in an Era of Large Banks and Complex Finance, 31 REV. BANKING & FIN. L. 765, 863-64 (2012) (identifying a huge volume of rules as a feature creating complexity). Cf. J.B. Ruhl, Managing Systemic Risk in Legal Systems, 89 INDIANA L. J. 559, 565-66 (2004) (pointing out that complexity science defines systems with many elements as complicated, but not necessarily as complex).
counterintuitive to some: Complexity has no fixed relationship to a rule's costs or benefits.
The parking example can help illustrate this. Notice that the more restrictive rule, the No Parking Rule, is easier to understand and hence simpler than the less restrictive Odd/Even Rule. In economic jargon, the simpler rule generates larger compliance costs than the more complex rule (because the simple No Parking Rule may necessitate parking on a distant street and walking further more often). 11 Lax rules can also, however, prove simple. Suppose that we had a different rule: Parking Ok All the Time. (This is the default rule in places where no sign is posted). This Parking OK Rule is as simple as the No Parking Rule, but generates no compliance costs. Hence, two equally simple rules generate widely varying costs. Simplicity and complexity do not correlate with costs and therefore have no particular relationship to cost-benefit ratios. 12
C. Compromise and Moderation Generate Complexity
Law frequently becomes complex because it embodies compromises between competing needs and values. 13 In other words, complexity is often the hallmark of moderate law.
This desire for compromise among competing values probably explains my parking example of complex law. In some places a parked car would obscure visibility and create a hazard at any time, leading the municipal government to prohibit parking outright. In other words, the municipal government carries out no balancing, because safety is involved. 14 There are other places where no such hazard exists and the municipal government freely permits parking, giving the value of drivers' parking convenience absolute priority. These absolutist rules are quite simple. The complex Odd/Even Rule on many streets reflects an effort to balance
11
Cf. EPSTEIN, supra note 4, at 25-27 (erroneously associating complexity with cost and therefore oddly concluding that the law of perpetuities is not complex because it can easily be evaded).
12
See Saltzman & Ruhl, supra note 1, at 771 (finding a lack of correlation between compliance costs and the accretion of rules).
13
See EPSTEIN, supra note 4, at 152 (associating "mind-numbing complexity" with "elaborate legislative compromises"). I am not arguing that compromise is the sole cause of complexity, just a major one. Cf. Schuck, supra note 5, at 26 (arguing that complexity arises in order to address a new condition or accommodate a hard case, but also because decision makers benefit from complexity in various ways). drivers' desire to have a convenient place to park with the need of city plows to access the street during frequent snowstorms. This principle-that complexity is the hallmark of moderation and simplicity can be the hallmark of absolutism-has wider applicability than may be immediately apparent. For example, an extreme libertarian society might have no pollution control laws, a very simple form of environmental law. A society committed to making us completely safe from pollution might very well ban certain polluting activities outright (e.g. have a rule prohibiting coal-fired power plants from operating), again a very simple rule. 15 Although one can find examples of both types of absolutism in our law, the more typical response is to have a rule requiring compliance with some sort of pollution limit, which is a more complex rule.
D. Separating Uncertainty from Legal Complexity
None of my three parking rules exhibit significant uncertainty. The No Parking and Parking Ok rules are extremely certain. The Odd/Even rule might raise some questions about whether parking is illegal or not precisely at 6 p.m. Most rules generate some sort of uncertainty at the margins. But in any given 24 hour period this rule operates uncertainly for only a minute or two.
Most commentators associate complexity with uncertainty. 16 Separating those two concepts, however, would aid legal analysis, even though there is some relationship between them.
To see why, let us posit a different rule (or more precisely, a principle): Parking Permitted When Reasonable. This Reasonable Parking Rule greatly exacerbates uncertainty. The driver now must determine for herself how close to an intersection she can park without creating a hazard or what parking times and locations would inconvenience the snow plows too much. And doing so would require judgment under conditions of uncertain information. The Reasonable Parking Rule's generality creates uncertainty. Now most complexity commentators associate uncertainty with the proliferation of very specific rules, not a high level of generality. 17 See, e.g., EPSTEIN, supra note 4, at 28 (finding a rule only allowing "just cause" discharge complex because a large number of considerations are relevant); Shuck, supra note 5, at 4 (treating indeterminacy as a defining feature of complexity).
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Cf. ID. at 28 (associating a highly general rule with multiple relevant considerations generating extensive fact-finding and litigation). stated rule can generate uncertainty because of its generality. 18 Indeed, a proliferation of very specific rules can sometimes reduce uncertainty. 19 The complexity literature recognizes that a desire for more specificity to limit uncertainty often leads to a proliferation of specific rules. 20 At other times, increased complexity can have little or no effect on uncertainty. For example, imagine a rule combining the Odd/Even Rule with an exception permitting parking on every Thursday, "notwithstanding any other provision of law." This combination of the Odd/Even Rule with the Free Thursday Rule adds complexity because it requires the assimilation of several conditions in order to figure out whether one can park. But this combination does not create additional uncertainty. This rule would make it absolutely clear that every Thursday parking is permitted. On non-Thursdays' the Odd/Even Rule would dictate clear results.
Still, an array of rules can sometimes increase uncertainty even when they are properly understood. Suppose that the municipality omitted the "notwithstanding" clause above so that the rule simply combined an Odd/Even Rule with a Free Thursday Rule. It might be difficult to know what to do if the Odd/Even Rule prohibited parking on Thursday while the Free Thursday rule permitted it. Thus, very specific rules can create uncertainty when they conflict.
This analysis shows that an array of legally complex requirements may generate or not generate uncertainty, depending on whether they create conflicts among the rules in the array. It also suggests that regulators can frequently avoid conflicts by adding specificity in areas where conflicts might arise. On the other hand, regulators may not properly anticipate all potential conflicts in order to do this successfully.
The conflation of legal complexity with uncertainty makes analysis of legal reforms difficult. It makes it hard to tell which of the different problems I have highlighted is at issue in any simplification effort. For example, an array of legal requirements may successfully embody a legal compromise, but need some clarifying rules to address conflicts. Or the array may have become so complex that notwithstanding the lack of uncertainty in all of the specific rules (if properly understood), it has become too hard for relevant audiences to understand and
18
See Donaldson, supra note 2, at 691 (stating that "simple laws are probably more ambiguous than complex ones"). assimilate the full array of rules. 21 The Reasonable Parking example though suggests that backing away from specific rules can increase ambiguity. Hence, a tension can arise between limiting actual ambiguity and simplifying rules to make them easier to assimilate.
Instead of thinking about complexity in the form of uncertainty generating complexity in the form of many specific rules, it is less confusing to separate uncertainty and complexity into different categories. This separation permits us to speak of uncertainty being reduced through added complexity (or conversely of uncertainty increasing because of simplification). Furthermore, for lay people, legal complexity corresponds with multiple conditions. It takes some experience or training to see that rules that look simple, like the Reasonable Parking Rule, can produce a lot of uncertainty.
The legal process can create uncertainty even when the rules it produces are simple enough. 22 For example, governments must revise rules periodically, thereby creating uncertainty as to what the new rule will be during the period when revisions are being considered. Hence, we can discuss issues of uncertainty more clearly by separating the legal complexity of rules, from uncertainties created by a legal process or an ambiguous rule. Embedding both uncertainty and multiple conditions in an expansive concept of complexity may work well as a strategy for trashing government regulation, but is not likely to lead to cogent analysis of complexity or wise simplifying reforms.
E. Separating Legal Complexity from Complex Compliance
My explanation of legal complexity focuses on an array of conditions making it hard for relevant audiences to understand what the law requires. Of course, clients are sometimes more concerned with the complexity of what they must do. Let us call this compliance complexity.
Compliance complexity can arise even when the law itself is simple and therefore not difficult for a relevant audience to understand. It can arise even though the law creates no uncertainty at all. Suppose that the IRS passed a law requiring taxpayers to document all expenditures generating tax deductions with appropriate receipts. This, at least viewed in isolation, is not a legally complex rule. But for many taxpayers this would create a significant recordkeeping burden. It would require some people to save every medical receipt, every local tax bill, receipts from business related lunches, and record of mortgage payments. Most clients
21
See Paul, supra note 2, at 158-59 (discussing the problem of numerous detailed requirements causing errors among laypersons and experts). See, e.g., EPSTEIN, supra note 4, at 28 (discussing the uncertainty involved in figuring out whether a firing is for "just cause").
have this sort of hassle in mind when they complain about the law's complexity.
One might object to my effort to separate compliance from legal complexity by pointing out that the cost of figuring out what a complex rule means is a compliance cost. In a sense, I have already answered this objection. Even when there is no legal complexity generating any substantial cost in figuring out what it means, there may be a large compliance burden stemming from following the rule. 23 The converse is also true, very complex rules generating huge legal bills for those trying to figure out what they mean, may, in the end, generate little burden when it actually comes time to comply.
Accordingly, we could well use the term complexity to include compliance complexity. But separating legal from compliance complexity better aids analysis of proposals to simplify law.
Often though, legal and compliance complexity may be related in another sense. Although they are not tightly correlated in this tax deduction example, sometimes a long list of tasks results not from a simple requirement like my deduction documentation rule, but from numerous requirements acting on the same set of activities. 24 Perhaps counterintuitively, compliance complexity and high cost need not coincide. For example, the Clean Air Act's acid rain provisions required utilities to install very expensive continuous emissions monitors that electronically report emissions. 25 Less costly monitoring regimes that use various parameters as a basis for estimating emissions and reporting the results are far more complex to comply with, but are less costly than continuous monitoring. The parameter monitoring typically requires more tasks, often including selection from an array of methodologies, and therefore hassles plant operators. The cost of continuous monitors dwarfs the cost of engineering time in parameter monitoring regimes, but does not require a huge number of tasks by the plant operators.
Legal complexity can make understanding the law's requirements difficult, leading to litigation and sometimes misunderstandings, even if the rules bearing on a given question yield clear unambiguous requirements. Compliance complexity, on the other hand, stems from a simple or complex law generating a host of tasks that are difficult to perform. See, e.g., Boris I. Bittker, Tax Reform and Tax Simplification, 29 U. MIAMI L. REV. 1, 5-6 (1974) (discussing a rule requiring monthly reporting of deductible dependency care expenses on an accrual basis and how this creates difficult burdens for individual taxpayers).
24
See Ruhl & Salzman, supra note 1, at 801 (pointing out that more rules can mean more compliance burdens).
25
See 42 U.S.C. §7651k.
F. Needless Complexity
Sunstein, to his credit, decries needless complexity, recognizing at various junctures that law sometimes cannot be very simple when it addresses more complex problems than parking. 26 How can we tell if complexity is needless?
Let us go back to our parking example and ask whether our Odd/Even Rule is needlessly complex. To determine whether a particular complication is needless one must ask whether it serves a legitimate and reasonably important purpose. The Odd/Even rule's utility in facilitating snow plowing suggests that the Odd/Even Rule serves a purpose and therefore is needed. But one can go further by asking a second question: Would a simpler requirement serve this purpose equally well without slighting other legitimate and important purposes? In New York City, one often frequently finds parking permitted on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, but forbidden on Tuesdays and Thursdays (or visa versa). This Alternate Days Rule is arguably simpler than the Odd/Even Rule, because it diminishes legal complexity and perhaps compliance complexity. That is, there is something non-intuitive about the Odd/Even Rule that makes it hard to understand at first. Furthermore, it involves a slight amount of compliance complexity for some people, as not everybody knows what day of the month it is when they decide to park. They may have to glance at an IPhone or a newspaper to figure it out. By contrast, more people know, without any extra effort, what day of the week it is. Now it would seem that the Alternate Days Rule would leave one side of the street clear for snow plowing every other day just as the Odd/Even Rule does. If so, then it is unnecessarily complex because one could obtain the same objective with a simpler rule. Hence, a rule is needlessly complex if it serves no purpose, or the same purpose could be served with a simpler rule (without disserving some other purpose).
This point about the nature of needless complexity suggests that uninformed (or even moderately informed) observers will often see needless complexity when some purpose or other justifies the complexity. One must understand the varied purposes of a law quite well in order to distinguish needless from necessary complexity. Now, the fact that complications often serve some purpose does not mean that we should only eliminate needless complexity. If complexity becomes too great a problem, we may wish to eliminate some complexities even if they do serve some legitimate legal purpose. But See, e.g., Donaldson, supra note 2, at 660 (arguing that the Internal Revenue Code is complex because our economy is complex). Cf. Schuck, supra note 5, at 18 (recognizing that increased "social complexity" may make a more complex legal system inevitable, but expressing concern about complexity's cost).
doing that requires evaluation of tradeoffs. 27 For example, maybe we want to simplify parking rules by having a Parking Ok Rule supplant the Odd/Even Rule. But then we have to live with snow plowing that may not reach the edges of the street very often.
This may help explain why reform efforts aimed at simplifying law seldom succeed. Although everybody longs for simpler law, often when we examine the reforms needed to make it simpler, we find that simplification requires giving up something else. And we may have difficulty agreeing about what to give up. The tax law debate exemplifies this problem. The tax code would be simpler without deductions, but these deductions serve purposes that make some of them quite popular.
28
My effort to carefully distinguish complexity from uncertainty and legal from compliance complexity will help evaluate the tradeoffs involved in efforts to simplify law. We cannot sensible simplify law if we are not aware that simplification can increase costs or complicate compliance. This approach does not identify all the tradeoffs involved in simplifying and or complicating law, but it does at least alert us to tradeoffs that may be missed if we use a vague concept of complexity when we consider simplifying reforms.
III. INVOKING SIMPLICITY WHILE CONDUCTING BUSINESS AS USUAL
Simpler reflects on Sunstein's recent experience as head of OIRA, which reviews regulations from a variety of agencies under an executive order focused fairly heavily on CBA. The first line of his book states, "This is a book about making things simpler." It isn't. This is a book largely about cost-benefit analysis and behavioral economics, two of Sunstein's central commitments prior to joining OIRA. The book's invocation of simplicity teaches us that we need a model of complexity and simplicity if we want to have a clear discussion about complexity and make law substantially "simpler." Furthermore, Sunstein's use of simplicity as an organizing theme for everything that's already on his agenda (and other ideas) raises questions about 27 See EPSTEIN, supra note 4, at 28 (recognizing that simple rules are not always desirable, citing prohibitions of marriage or work as examples); Schuck, supra note 5, at 8 (recognizing that "simpler law is not always better law"). REV. 1333 REV. , 1334 REV. (2012 (characterizing the mortgage interest deduction as "American's favorite tax break" and noting that its elimination would "make tax compliance simpler").
whether anybody has a serious enough interest in making things simpler to give up anything in order to get it.
A. What Sunstein Aims to Simplify
Sunstein's claim that his book is about making "things" simpler raises the question of what exactly Sunstein wants to simplify. In terms of the theory I have articulated, it raises questions about whether he wishes to address legal complexity or compliance complexity. It turns out that he has nothing so limited in mind. Rather he wants government to "make people's lives easier" (p. 1). This is a bit of a problem because it's not limited to those who must comply with the law. He wants to simplify the lives of regulatory beneficiaries as well. Id. Trying to simplify regulated parties' lives may conflict with simplifying regulatory beneficiaries' lives. For example, a pollution control law complicates the lives of people manufacturing products, because it requires changes in their operations to control pollution and usually monitoring, record keeping, and reporting to verify that the changes achieved the law's specific requirements. The same law simplifies the lives of beneficiaries, as it spares them hospital visits, medical bills, and problems with insurance companies, because they did not contract a pollution related illness.
But he quickly leaves these two ambitious and conflicting goals behind and states that he wants to make government simpler, in the sense of easy to use (like a good computer or tablet, he says). Id. He does not clarify what he means by using government. People who benefit or suffer from regulation do not necessarily use government, unless they participated in shaping the regulation. Although this simplify government goal could signal a desire to make public involvement in government policymaking easier (something I will come back to), later chapters suggest he's more focused on making access to government data and filing of forms easier.
B. Cost-Benefit Analysis
His focus quickly shifts to CBA, which takes up several chapters. CBA complicates the analysis preceding government decision-making. If one wants to design a rule to protect public health, one must evaluate data about pollution's effects and make a judgment about what level of pollution is tolerable without endangering people. Although the judgment involved is difficult, the analysis focuses only on understanding health effects. If one wishes to maximize feasible emission reductions, on the other hand, one needs to focus on compliance cost but need not consider pollution's effects (although governments must at some point consider those effects at least qualitatively in order to choose the pollutants to regulate). 29 CBA requires both a consideration of health effects and cost, thereby combining the complexities of cost analysis with the complexities of an analysis of health effects. 30 It then adds a significant further complication by requiring monetization of the health effects, the conversion of consequences like suffering from cancer and then dying into dollar terms. Although Sunstein has spent a career positing various virtues for CBA, it constitutes perhaps the most complex form of analysis used in government decision-making. 31 So, it's odd to see CBA emphasized, without noting this paradox, in a book that purports to be about making government simpler. 32 Nor does this reform make government more user-friendly, at least not to the general public. CBA depends heavily upon assumptions embedded deep in quantitative risk assessments and in monetization methodologies. 33 Unless one can understand and critique these assumptions, which are often quite arcane and difficult to even locate, one cannot participate very effectively in a debate about the outcome of CBA. Indeed, Sunstein characterizes CBA as a "foreign language," apparently recognizing that ordinary people have some difficulty understanding it (p. 172). One could defend it as user-friendly in the sense that it helps industry lobbyists achieve their objectives of slowing down and weakening regulatory requirements, because they can hire all the experts they need to influence arcane analysis and the debates that CBA leads to between OIRA and regulatory agencies delay implementation of laws that usually impose costs on them. 34 seems to endorse when he suggests that government should be simple in the sense that an I Pad is simple to use.
Nor does CBA have any particular relationship to simpler legal rules, as I have shown above. The institutional setting in which CBA takes place uses CBA as a justification for wide ranging debates between OIRA and regulatory agencies about regulations. Such debates are more likely to produce complex compromises than simpler rules.
When CBA or the general oversight role that it justifies for OIRA leads to cancelling a regulation that can simplify law. But Sunstein disclaims any allegiance to deregulation and less government as the means of simplification (pp. 1, 11).
Sunstein makes a lot of claims about why CBA informs good regulatory decisions. But he does not make a serious effort to explain why CBA makes government or law simpler.
He does mention a related reform, his insistence on an executive summary summarizing costs and benefits (p. 171). This reform seems aimed at transparency, rather than legal or compliance simplicity. But an executive summary would aid understanding, even if the reasons for a rule had nothing to do with CBA. For example, the Clean Air Act forbids consideration of cost in setting national ambient air quality standards (NAAQS), requiring standards requisite to protect public health. 35 A short executive summary summarizing health effects and why the agency concluded that its rule adequately protected public health would aid understanding of that rule. A summary of costs and benefits would only help explain the reasons for a NAAQS if EPA did not intend to follow the law. In fact, most agencies have mandates that do not require or (at times) even permit rules to be based on an optimal balance between costs and benefits. 36 As a result, an executive summary focused on costs and benefits may do more to help people understand why OIRA found the rule acceptable than to understand its legal basis or perhaps the basis for an agency's decision.
Similarly, he defends a favorite tool of CBA advocates and regulated companies, the regulatory lookback (retrospective evaluation of existing rules). Here he makes a more convincing claim for simplification, but it's based on the kind of simplification he disclaims at the beginning of the book, deregulation. This is because the Obama Administration did not use the lookback to identify gaps in the regulatory framework, but instead to reduce regulatory burdens that CBA aids sound government decision-making, it does not follow that it simplifies either law or government, except the extent that it simply gets rid of rules.
C. Behavioral Economics and Nudges
Sunstein has become one of the academy's foremost champions of behavioral law and economics. His recent books, including one with a pioneer of behavioral economics, Richard Thaler, advocate the use of "nudges," signals based on framing or presentation of information that gently push consumers in the right direction. 38 These are good ideas, and many people think they have a place in thinking about government regulation. 39 Sunstein devotes entire chapters to two types of nudges, presentation of information in a way that might encourage desirable behavioral change and offering of default rules that favor the option likely to serve the needs of the person subject to the default rule.
1. Presentation of Information. -Informational "nudges" can be complex or simple.
Sunstein gives a convincing example of nudge simplification realized when the Department of Agriculture moved from a confusing food pyramid to presentation of basic nutritional information in a representation of a plate, which showed more clearly that one should include vegetables, fruit, grains, protein, and dairy in a well-balanced diet (pp. 75-81).
Another example, however, reveals how easily government officials can abandon or compromise simplicity when competing interests and values come into play. This example involves the choice between labels designed to convey information about vehicle fuel economy (pp. 81-89) . In this case, the Obama Administration chose the most complex of several potential options in response to the regulated industry's concerns. And it illustrates how the tradeoffs and See, e.g., Cole, supra note 3. philosophical questions that simplification efforts raise can make law complex.
Sunstein barely mentions the simplest label involved in the debate he discusses, a label that featured city and highway miles per gallon (MPG) numbers, which was in place prior to Sunstein's time in office. 40 FIGURE 1.
PRE-OBAMA FUEL ECONOMY LABEL
Sunstein explains that the administration decided to ditch this simple label because it did not convey enough information to adequately inform consumers. The conclusion that it did not adequately inform consumers was based on a value choice, the decision to put more emphasis on the fuel cost savings than on MPG alone. This is a defensible decision, but it does tend to emphasize cost savings over efficiency per se. More importantly, this example illustrates a very frequent tradeoff arising in designing nudges (or more simply, informational strategies): Frequently the goal of conveying a lot of good information conflicts with the goal of a simple presentation, as Sunstein acknowledges. In other words, complexity has value in the context of nudges. Given the choice to abandon this very simple design, the Obama Administration considered two labels: One emphasized an annual fuel cost number and an average miles-per-
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See Fuel Economy Information, http://www.epa.gov/fueleconomy/ images_label/label_pre2008_650.gif. gallon number. 41
FIGURE 2. PROPOSED FUEL ECONOMY LABEL EMPHASIZING COST SAVINGS
The other proposed label, developed by communications and marketing experts, emphasized a letter grade based on ranking vehicles' MPG. 42 Sunstein seems to accept that the letter grade made the labels simpler. But the administration ultimately chose a more complex label than either of these two, designed to convey more information. 43 Why did the Obama Administration not choose the simple letter grade label? Sunstein explains that the auto industry feared that consumers would misunderstand the letter grades as giving a federal government view of the "overall merits of the car" when they were in fact only conveying information about relative fuel efficiency (p. 88). Also, Sunstein mentions that the industry considered these labels "too evaluative and prescriptive" (p. 87). Often simplicity loses out, even when it presents reasonably minor problems, because complexity serves some interests and philosophical values.
But having rejected letter grades, why did the administration choose a yet more complicated label than the one emphasizing a simple MPG and annual fuel cost number? Sunstein does not say. But he does mention that it was a joint decision of EPA and DOT in response to public comments and it does reflect the concerns lying behind all of the proposals, so it's a fair bet that this is an example of compromises among competing considerations generating added complexity. 44 In this case, the Obama Administration abandoned the goal of 44 The adopted label reflects compromises among different virtues in the proposed labels. The letter grade proposal offered comparative information. The part of the chosen label that compares a vehicle's fuel savings to that of the average vehicle likewise communicates comparative information. At the same time, the label features all the information highlighted in the other label considered, namely the annual fuel cost and the miles per gallon. Hence, it maximizes complexity through the nudging consumers toward higher fuel efficiency in the simplest most effective manner possible in favor of added complexity.
2. Default Rules. -Sunstein explains that default rules have a big influence on people's choices. The classic example involves retirement accounts. Traditionally, employees do not contribute to their own retirement accounts unless they affirmatively opt-in-actively choose to contribute through payroll deduction. Many employees stick with the default option of contributing nothing through payroll deduction and therefore do not save enough money to ensure a comfortable retirement, even when they earn enough to do so. Reversing the default option by automatically deducting employee contributions to their retirement plans from their paychecks absent an affirmative decision to opt-out of a voluntary retirement plan increases retirement savings.
This use of information about framing effects to design default rules represents an extremely useful contribution from behavioral economics. Sunstein shows that both government and private parties can productively influence choices by careful selection of default rules. Accordingly, selection of good default options can be, in some situations, an effective policy choice.
The selection of default rules, however, has no particular relationship to legal complexity or simplicity. Opt-in and opt-out rules for retirement plans are equally simple. It's just that one default rule is more desirable than the other because it produces better behavior. Sunstein creates the illusion that there is some relationship between default rules and simplicity through a digression about simplifying government forms (pp. 122-24) . But these simplifications do not involve changing default rules. Now one might object that a good default rule simplifies the life of the person subject to a default rule by reducing the number of times that the person must change the default. In other words, the good default rule reduces "compliance complexity," redefined in the nudges context as denoting the complexity of the task the person subject to the rule will undertake, even though a default rule does not specifically require any behavioral change. This compliance simplification would occur if we designed default rules by polls asking what most people wanted. But Sunstein specifically rejects that approach. Instead, he favors selecting the default rule that most people would choose if they were well informed (p. 112). This is a defensible position combining technocratic paternalism with regard for individual autonomy. But it compromises simplicity in order to include the technological paternalist element, thereby showing that this is about Sunstein's vision of good government, with simplicity being largely beside the point.
accommodation of all interests, at least to some degree, in lieu of making hard choices that would produce simpler results.
Sunstein concludes his chapter on default rules by pointing out, correctly, that creating a default rule where there is none does make people's lives simpler. Default rules simplify lives because the defaults can induce the person to make a choice without actively considering information. This is true, however, whether the default rule is good, bad, or indifferent.
But Sunstein does not advocate always choosing a default rule. He admits that there are situations where one wants to avoid default rules entirely in order to make people go through the complex exercise of gathering all the information needed to make an informed choice (p. 119). In other words, we should prefer complexity in some situations.
Sunstein's book creates an illusion that what is better must be simpler. That assumption is not correct. Sometimes, as in selecting among simple default rules, better has almost nothing to do with simplicity or complexity. In other cases, such as in choosing between using a default rule and forcing an active choice, there is a tradeoff between simplicity and other values.
3. Paternalism and Nudges -Sunstein defends nudges as a softer form of paternalism than actual mandates and articulates a number of reasons why, in some circumstances, nudges might prove attractive. He nowhere addresses the question of whether mandates might be simpler than nudges. Is a ban on cigarette smoking more complex than a warning label seeking to nudge people to kick the habit? Sunstein does not care. Rather, he defends nudges as enhancing individual autonomy, more likely to increase human welfare, and affording greater flexibility. If he is correct, than this might be yet another instance where he sacrifices simplicity for some other value. There is nothing inherently wrong with making such choices, but it would be nice if he would acknowledge the tradeoff.
C. Minor Simplification
Sunstein at several junctures discusses examples of clear simplification that do make government more user-friendly. These involve simplifying government forms, reducing recordkeeping and reporting burdens, and improving the ease of accessing government information. These seem like fairly small beer, but nevertheless desirable and welcome efforts to make government more user-friendly.
We have to take Sunstein's word for his implicit claim that the rules reducing reporting burdens eliminated "needless" complexity. Because he nowhere undertakes an analysis of why they were put in place or why they failed to serve some purpose. Perhaps Sunstein's examples show that government produces needless complexity and that some opportunities for noncontroversial simplification exist.
IV. TOWARD A DEBATE ABOUT TRADEOFFS BETWEEN SIMPLICITY AND OTHER VALUES
In spite of the existence of some opportunities for noncontroversial simplification, the law generally remains quite complex. This suggests that in many instances we have been unwilling to compromise other values in order to simplify the law. Furthermore, the MPG example suggests that we often choose complex law when simpler options would have very small downsides.
This raises some questions though. Should we care about complexity enough to choose simpler law when doing so would involve some consequence we do not like? Can we say something useful about the tradeoffs involved? Or is simplicity something we tend to value in the abstract but for very good reasons readily abandon once it becomes apparent that we must give up something to obtain it? Although a theory of complexity cannot tell us how to evaluate tradeoffs between simplicity and numerous competing values, it can help us understand the tradeoffs and help us make some progress on the question of how to evaluate tradeoffs. It also enables to say something concrete about the tradeoffs involved in nudges and CBA that Sunstein glosses over.
A. Legal Complexity and the Problem Of Audience
Perhaps legal complexity (as distinguished from uncertainty and compliance complexity) only matters when regulated parties lack the resources to hire lawyers to enable them to understand a complex array of requirements. Perhaps we should care about complexity for tax law, which regulates many individuals without the resources to hire professional help, and not care about regulation of large businesses, who routinely hire sophisticated lawyers to figure out their legal obligations. 45 James Salzman and J.B. Ruhl, however, suggest otherwise. They argue, based in part on a survey of lawyers involved in regulatory compliance efforts, that the accretion of too many legal requirements may account for a significant amount of noncompliance with environmental law. 46 Many experienced lawyers believe that complexity threatens compliance with legal rules
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See Bittker, supra note 23, at 5 (arguing that simplification is especially important for "mass provisions" that apply to millions of taxpayers). Cf. Donaldson, supra note 2, at 693-95 (arguing that complexity has little impact on individual compliance with the IRS code).
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See Ruhl & Salzman, supra note 1, at 767, 794 (finding the sheer number of regulations the most important factor explaining noncompliance).
in a variety of fields.
Still, audience may matter. Perhaps we need a greater degree of simplicity for rules that apply to the average individual or small business than we do for laws that apply to sophisticated institutions and wealthy individuals. Even if audience matters, we have to consider the likelihood that some law (or bodies of law) has become too complex even for sophisticated audiences.
Sunstein's inclusion of the idea of simplifying regulatory beneficiaries' lives, however, suggests another insight regarding audience. We should not view the regulated as the sole audience for rules. Government enforcement attorneys (local, state, and federal), who may be less experienced and well paid than their private sector counterparts, need to understand legal requirements as well. And ordinary citizens may need to understand rules that apply to others, either to participate in enforcing them (through efforts to get the government to do so or citizen suits) or to help evaluate their adequacy in deciding what goals to pursue in lobbying or choosing political candidates. Hence, there may be some value in simple rules even for rules regulating sophisticated entities.
B. Compliance Complexity and Legal Complexity
Although I have tried to separate legal complexity from compliance complexity for the sake of clarity, I have also observed that legal complexity can sometimes generate compliance complexity. J.B Ruhl and Jim Salzman point to a distinctive compliance problem that stems from legal complexity (in the form of an array of rules). They point out that a complex set of rules may contain interrelated requirements. 47 The result may be that an error in complying with one rule creates problems in complying with several different rules. 48 This implies that even when the burdens rules impose are reasonable, the complexity of the tasks they cumulatively create can hinder compliance. 49 The key insight for my purposes, however, involves just the notion that complexity can induce error. See id. at 798-806 (distinguishing the system burdens stemming from an array of regulatory requirements from the standard effort and informational burdens). the law means. It is perhaps for this reason that EPA produces plain English translations of its rules and the IRS provides various forms of taxpayer assistance. 50 Compliance complexity (whether arising from legal complexity or not) can also induce error. For example, pollution control regulations often include cut-off points, often designed to exempt pollution sources facilities that emit too little pollution to be of concern. The methodologies for determining which sources qualify for these exemptions can be quite data intensive and technical. 51 Errors in data collection, measurement, communication, or analysis can produce erroneous compliance determinations. EPA also offers outreach and hotlines to overcome limits in technical capacity necessary for compliance, an implicit acknowledgment that compliance complexity can lead to unintentional noncompliance. 52 C. Legitimacy A feeling that law is too complex undermines the law's legitimacy. 53 It gives rise to resentment from regulated parties, who feel harassed. And it can create doubts in regulatory beneficiaries' minds about whether the law actually delivers the benefits it promises.
This may matter a great deal. We live in a time of a sharp political division about the value of regulation, where something like half of elected officials oppose practically all regulation. I have argued elsewhere that contemporary law and economics together with strong anti-government political leadership from the time of Ronald Reagan have tended to glorify markets and create a disdain for government. 54 But perhaps experience with overly complex regulation has played a role in creating extreme hostility to government standard setting, even though we obviously need standards to deal with many kinds of social problems. Hence, too much complexity may, in the long run, help make untenable the entire enterprise of governments playing a sensible role in protecting the environment, keeping food safe, avoiding severe economic depression, and meeting other important goals. Indeed, many argue that the lack of political support for effective regulation has already greatly impaired governments' This principle may not get us far when we are pretty confident that complexity serves some important values, but it can prove helpful in other cases. This principle would have helped in the fuel economy labeling case. Although it is of course, possible that some consumers would misinterpret a letter grade label as expressing a government view on a vehicle's overall merits and would allow those views to heavily influence their buying decisions, it seems at least equally likely that this would not occur or would occur too infrequently to constitute an important enough concern to outweigh a desire for simpler nudges. Surely most consumers (perhaps all) would understand that fuel economy labels were fuel economy labels. Even the few who might misunderstand it, might not give the government's view on a car's overall merit substantial weight in making a decision. Furthermore, if manufacturers are very concerned about this problem, they could mount advertising campaigns to inform consumers about the label's limited purpose and encourage salespeople to explain that limited purpose to confused car buyers. In this sort of situation, this principle, limited though it may be, can provide useful guidance.
Beyond that, however, the question of how to balance our desire for simplicity against other matters becomes quite a difficult subject. I cannot here establish a comprehensive theory about how to make these tradeoffs when something more substantial is involved.
I can suggest, however, a change of attitude that might help simplicity to gain a little more of the weight that it probably deserves. Government officials frequently speak of wanting to make the "right" regulatory decision. 57 Yet, one does not sense in their speech or in the documents they issue anything like a coherent view of what principles determine whether a regulation is "right" or wrong. Certainly, no clear principles for determining the right answers to Cf. EPSTEIN, supra note 4, at 33 (proposing that when in doubt we should choose simplicity).
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See, e.g., Cindy, EPA Chief Hopes RFS Rule Coming Soon, http://corncommentary.com/2014/07/09/epa-chief-hopes-rfs-rule-coming-soon/ (July 9, 2014) (quoting EPA Administrator Gina McCarthy as saying "My goal is always to make sure we get it right.").
regulatory problems emerge from former OIRA chief Sunstein's latest work. (And that's not an insult; such principles are very hard to develop and probably not the same for all areas of regulation, as Sunstein's work shows). 58 Government officials tend to define a right answer as being first of all moderate. They frequently express the view that if they issue a decision that is stricter than the regulated parties want and laxer than the regulatory beneficiaries wanted, they "must be doing something right." 59 My argument that complexity flows from moderation suggests that this instinct for the middle makes government officials into unconscious advocates of complexity quite often.
Yet, such knee jerk moderation has no principled justification. There may be times when the government should be laxer than the industry suggests: Some alleged dangers and problems just do not merit regulation at all. There may be other problems that merit stricter regulation than most organizations representing regulatory beneficiaries dare advocate. Perhaps climate disruption should produce a phase-out of coal-fired power, not just a set of emission limits for power plants as advocated by environmental organizations. And at other times, maybe one side is right and the other side is wrong. There is something deeply unprincipled but politically pragmatic in identifying the right answer reflexively with the middle. Different principles point in different directions of course, but any principle, whether one of cost-benefit balance, feasibility, or full protection of safety and health, will not always (or even often) coincide with the middle-ground between competing stakeholders. Thus, government officials should be aware that when they craft a solution that seems to strike a balance between the competing forces bearing down upon them, it is very unlikely that they are providing the right answer to a public policy problem in any principled sense of the word. They are simply effectuating a political compromise, and likely creating complexity that disserves the government's and the public's long-term interests in the process.
Perhaps an understanding that right answers only exist relative to some clearly defined principle that will likely prove controversial and an understanding that the middle has no logical relationship to questions of right and wrong may open up some space for resisting pressures in order to make things a little simpler. Making regulation a little stricter or a little laxer for simplicity's sake is usually right under some principles and wrong under others. Even if the agencies agree to be bound, not by their own sense of right and wrong, but rather by the values 58 See Cass R. Sunstein, Congress, Constitutional Moments, And The Cost-Benefit State, 48 STAN. L. REV. 247, 291 (1996) (June 21, 2005 ) (describing the notion that "if everyone sues us, we must be doing something right" as a "widely accepted belief at EPA").
in the statutes they implement (which is what I believe they should do), there usually is enough wiggle room to make things simpler without being clearly wrong. But confusing political compromise, whether among special interests or between competing government agencies, with the "right answer" is a recipe for making things much more complex than they need to be.
V. CONCLUSION
Unfortunately, simplicity does not neatly coincide with Cass Sunstein's political philosophy or anybody else's. If we really wish to make laws simpler, we must first understand complexity, and not confuse complexity with costly regulation or even uncertainty. CBA does nothing to simplify regulation and nudges can be complex or simple depending upon design choice. Complexity usually arises from an effort to forge compromises and constitutes a hallmark of moderate regulation. It is not usually some alien force or a mark of stupidity, but an unfortunate byproduct of democratic governance addressing complex problems. This does not mean that we should refrain from making things simpler. But we must recognize that if we seriously wish to simplify law, we will have to give simplicity added weight even when competing interests favor complexity. The analysis above shows that the framework I have developed can at least help us cogently analyze the tradeoffs that Sunstein glosses over.
